
synko BarScan is the scanning solution

integrated into the Microsoft Dynamics 365

Business Central (Microsoft Dynamics NAV)

platform.

synko BarScan enables your employees to

collect the information with mobile scanners

where they are generated – by means of the

simply scanning of 1D and 2D bar codes of

any formatting, or the reading of RFID tags.

What is
synko
BarScan?

Because Quality 

Is Your Capital

QualityLabeling

It‘s The Print 

That Counts

We Make Your IT 

Mobile

synko BarScan enables you to record delivered inventory into

incoming goods. A fully automated incoming goods inspection

is compared against the orders existing in Microsoft Dynamics

365 Business Central (Microsoft Dynamics NAV). The required

labeling can be produced and printed with synko Labeling

directly after receipt of incoming goods.

The storage of goods at the storage site is registered with

scanners. Additional information concerning the scanned

article can be collected, such as batch and serial number,

production date, goods receipt, quality characteristics and

much more. In commissioning, the employees are supported

through control of the scanned product. synko BarScan

checks whether scanned volumes, article numbers or quality

criteria meet the required specifications.

With the synko BarScan operations data collection, your

employees record the data directly at their production work

place. Thus, reported process times, finished goods amounts,

consumption or scrap quantity are available in near real time

in your Microsoft Dynamics 365 Business Central (Microsoft

Dynamics NAV) system. This eliminates duplicate data

collection, first in the paper format of recording forms and

then the tedious entering of same into the system.

Cash Sales

In factory sales, your employee records the goods

immediately upon commissioning same for the customer at

the counter. The customer receives delivery receipt and

invoice at the touch of a button on the scanner.

Where is synko BarScan used?

In Inventory Management

Pharma

Industry Solution For Distributors, 

Manufactures Of Pharmaceutical

Industry Solution For Industrial Distribution

In Production



QualityLabeling

Wir machen Ihre 

IT mobil

Pharma

Do you have any questions?
We have the answers.
Please contact us!

Phone +49 911 539979 0

Fax   +49 911 539979 79

Mail info@synko.de

What are the benefits
of synko BarScan?

This is achieved through a revolutionary operating concept

that uniquely combines the operation of scanners via menue

navigation (also in flow surfaces) and scanner handling.

Experience shows that within a very short time (a few hours)

employees work efficiently with synko BarScan. Handling is

the determining factor for the successful implementation of a

scanner system. synko BarScan finds acceptance by em-

ployees with great enthusiasm.

Although synko BarScan offers you a scanner system, which

as been perfected over the years and covers almost all

requirements, it may become necessary that adjustments are

required. synko BarScan is an application based upon synko

Mobile. With the graphical design interface your require-

ments can be realized quickly. The adjustments are carried

out centrally and are simultaneously available to all users at a

specific time chosen by you – if necessary worldwide.

synko BarScan is easy to learn

The various automated checks, which support the tasks of

your employees online, lead to a perceptible reduction of

errors. In our projects we can observe a drastic reduction of

erroneous deliveries. Our customers often experience a zero

inventory difference at the end of the year. This confirms that

if synko BarScan is consistently utilized the inventory in

Microsoft Dynamics 365 Business Central (Microsoft

Dynamics NAV) is exactly reflected.

synko BarScan creates security

The fact that synko BarScan communicates online with

Microsoft Dynamics 365 Business Central (Microsoft

Dynamics NAV) allows staff to access current data much

faster, thus supporting their decision in both directions. The

information, for example, as concerns a batch blocked by

quality control is available in the scanner system without any

further communication effort. A warehouse worker, who

wants to commission blocked goods, will immediately be

alerted when he/she starts the next scan process. On the

other hand, if a batch is subsequently blocked, the quality

control staff can, without delay, determine where blocked

goods are commissioned – at the touch of a button and

without large-scale telephone or mailing activities.

synko BarScan is fast

synko BarScan is felxible

The prompt collection of inventory data and associated

features create a completely new transparency in your

warehouse. The inventory age and production dates are easy

to monitor. In such fashion maintaining FIFO is assured.

synko BarScan is transparent

We would be more than happy to show the benefits for your company in a personal presentation.

Challenge us!


